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Contemporary Commentary

Zim Olson & Zim Mathematics

In order to address the numerous contemporary
political dialogues which have failed to come to terms
with System(s) concepts, I have started this Zim Math
section, “Contemporary Commentary”.

Some contemporary Mathematicians may recognize
there is no Additional or New information in our Uni-
Verse. Pseudo “Mathematicians” may not agree.
Systems Math simply incorporates completely our
domain of information into our available and axiomatic
express-ability domain of Mathematics. As always
intended."

And as editorial policy of Zim Math I expect to provide
Additional Mathematics within the already recognized
information domain.

Mathematics can make quick work of 
"Conservative/Liberal” Debate

I am a registered "Unaffiliated" voter. Reasons of mine
are that although Republicans in general acknowledge
Truth and it's applicability with logic and math, their
Math is more often than not in error. While the
Democrats aware of these errors subsequently fail to
acknowledge an existence of Truth (Just another word
in dictionary) and it's applicable Math and Logic.
However if either parties were asked the infamous
question (Biblical as well) "What is Truth?". Neither
party would be able to offer a better response than the
Biblical, Pontius Pilate, 2000 years ago... Zim Olson
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Earthly Knowledge Kingdom Used by US Government

1=0=1+0=1Or0=1AND/Or0

As Documented in Genesis of the Bible

Jesus Principal Express-ability

1=0=1+0=1AND/Or0

Gives Available Truth on Earth

1=0=1+0

Source to Earthly/Heavenly Express-ability Kingdom, 
Salvation

Equality Art 

Common  Relational 
Properties

Pseudo Political / Religion vs. Mathematics.

Equality and / or In-Equality express-able in Math 

vs. 

Pseudo Political / Religion Equality or Inequality

The so called Political Diatribe of “Our founding

fathers having sound understanding of Principals /

Principles of US Government for Express-ability /

Freedoms for all, but also including Christianity, as

giving certain outcomes”…

I see the outcomes of this to be certain, also.

Jesus is Lord of Principal and Viable Express-

ability.
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Wives are ALWAYS right. Working from open

domain is NEVER wrong. Everyone knows this

already. Zim Mathematics provides a “How” and a

“Why”.

Comparison and contrast of pseudo options or

behavioral options can be exceedingly unhelpful,

providing only additional Ms-information.

Flat Earth vs Hyper Cubes, Possibly Earth as

Hyper cube, US debt in Hyper cube space. New

possibilities for our politicians!

Competition within Market(s) 

Pseudo/Partial Express-ability and their Domains

Vs.

Principal/Principle Express-ability and an Open 

Domain Market.

Pseudo/Partial Express-ability gives us 400 lb NFL

Players and 7 foot NBA Players.

Principal/Principle Express-ability within Open

Domain gives us the Source to our Game Changer.

Our LBGQ friends insist on a methodology of

selected/omitted principal object(s) expression(s).

Science, as Expressed, is Glorified witchcraft.

Science insists on denying/ignoring Principal/Principle

powers, while utilizing other powers.

I heard on the “Network” from Zim Mathematics,

“Obama is going to one up his LBGQ friends and

experience a Race Change and become a Christian”.

Jesus provides US the Answer regarding “Racism”, but

this is only half the equation & lacking important

information. Jesus provides The Answer AND The

Question. No need to ask the same old dumb question

over, over again.

Contrary to some of us, “Dysfunction is 

not a variation or another form of 

function” .

ZMO
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Admittedly I am no definitive expert on broad analysis

of Social topics and issues we deal with as in today. It

seems to me that the lady's strong point in

intelligence is not in a functional intelligence. And

vice a versa in that functional intelligence may not

always be so intelligent either. But with systems

mathematics these different features in intelligence

are readily identifiable.

The Holy Spirit is not a God. That is what New Age

teaches. No father, No holy spirit. A Zero in a

computer is Zilch without a one digit. Much social

instruction may be derivable from this example.

Any such One would be incapable of calculating itself
to some Narfdum level, without a dedicated Zero digit.

The lady at the Social Security Counter asked me

what my ethnicity or race was. I thought to myself, “I

think my wife is from Venus, and I must be from Mars

and this is the only ethnicity I am concerned about”.

The poor lady at the counter looked as it had been a

long day already that morning and appeared to have

already reached her quota of commentary from other

customers.

Non function,  a choice  or a Human

Outcome not your choice. Choose your outcome

domain is only available choice. Principal domain or

pseudo/partial ie Satan's Kingdom, is our available

choice. Ie.

Every(A) Any-Outcome(A) Some(1And/Or_0_) Non(A)
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“Stuff”
Every(  ) Stuff(A) Some(  ) Non(  )

Every(W) Stuff(A) Some(X) Non(Z)

More “Stuff”

Diversity

Every(A-Z)Any(A,B,C,… Z)Some(   )Non(A-Z)

“Choice” a Contemporary Intelligence Method.

Every(__)Any(1 Or __ )Some(__)Non(__)

Equality

Every(A-Z)Any(=)Some(A,B,C,… Z)Non(A-Z)

Evolution

Every(A-Z)Any(__)Some(   )Non(A-Z)

More Contemporary “Stuff” Theory.
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“Stuff”

With an Available Mathematical 47 Billion 
system express-ability options + Humanities 

Expression of Expression(s) capability.

This gives our endless source to 

“Stuff Theories”

Education Systems in US to can be easily pinned

for the pathetic contemporary dialogues in

media. Where information is billed as a form or

variation of Truth. Stuff is not a fact and is not

truth. For example: A commode is not a fact and

also is not truth. At best a commode is a

commode. We are indeed Thankful for this.

Some in politics today tell us Love = Love, as

some logical statement in which to develop our

understanding of political issues. Or maybe as

some foundation to build our understanding.

Clever people can clearly show that …

… Love is a Commode. However, the utility of

this understanding is not clear. No identifiable

use of principal / principle utility can be shown.

Giving no information for developable/ reducible

logic. As with our political dialogues of today.

They may as well as tell us Love = Shmove.

Which appears to what many get from the

proposed political foundation, Love = Love.

It is Zim's futuristic Vision, no one will spend immense

fortunes of time, money and energy with these learning

institutions that invest heavily in established pseudo

learning-domains involving pseudo political express-

ability, that give us only limited, terminal express-

ability outcomes.

In my younger years I felt the Higher Common

Denominator was the target in media dialogue. Now

days, with diversity, inclusion, unit-versal equality it

seems the lower common denominator has been the

target dialogue in media. Resultant outcomes on

content offered the public is completely outrageous.
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Watching TBN today, before leaving for work.

Commentator concluded with remarks by USA

Founders "All men are Created Equal" as giving us

foundations for rationale. Here is Zim Olson's

commentary: Jesus "All believers and unbelievers are

as sheep (Equal/Equality). Believers able to recognize

my voice". Zim Math "All Humanity are Equal

(Dumb/Intelligent)". This is shown and proven Biblically

and Historically to provide NO utility”. "Equality" just

one more contribution to our pseudo piles. ... Jesus "I

am the way, the truth, and life, as Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost." Zim Mathematics "All object(s) are express-

able as principal system(s) One AND/Or _0_, within ALL

recognized and available domains"

Global Climate Change

As yet another 

Contemporary Political Topic

Who is responsible for the end of the Ice Age,

10,000 years ago. The melting ice on our globe

began 10,000 years ago. I thought the purpose

of Uni-versal Public Education, was so the

masses would not rise up & do ignorant things

on topics like this. This is Incredible!

Just got the brainstorm to Winter Proof our A/C to keep

cold weather out of our Apartment in Denver CO. This

made me think, President Obama and I think more

alike than I realized. "All things are possible with Duct

Tape"..... Don't vote for Zim for Prezident either.

Open Door Immigration “Policy”

yet another GREAT Contemporary

USA Political Idea.
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The GREAT Contemporary USA "Policy" of 

Open Door Immigration

The Bible tells us: "Love Thy Neighbor as thy self"

Zim/Zim Math: "Don't invite ALL your neighbors into 

your house", They won't fit.

The naming of Pluto

as not a planet but an

asteroid, The tomato

as not a vegetable but

a fruit, people as

some form of stuff. I

suppose this is all

well, but it may be

helpful if those pulling

some of these strings

realized they were

just another form of

stuff themselves…

Everybody is Right because Everybody is Wrong. And

Everybody is Wrong because Everybody is Right. Zim

Mathematics provides a principal and/or pseudo

and/or open domain measure of rationale.

Perceived problem: An ever increasing complexity of

identifiable right and wrong objects.

A as some pseudo or partial objects in Systems Math:

Every (A) = Any (Right A) = Jesus-Healer-Counselor-

The-Answer-Some (1,0) = Non ( Wrong A)

Notion that info is same to men & women is one of

mankind's most recent bad inventions. Here are

possible System(s) Interpretations of some Info A.

Every(   ) = Any(A) = Something (__ and/or __) = Non (__)

Every( ) = Any(A) = Something (__) = Non (_0_)
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The USA does not officially utilize universal standards

of omission of information methodologies, while

others and other nations officially do this. USA

official policy of Separation of Church and State has

given us the net result of banning discussion of

religious paradigms and information from our

Education systems and Governments. Giving the

added outcome of an overwhelmingly ignorant USA

population. However, USA News networks officially

utilize standards of omission of information, for which,

I think, they will be officially in serious trouble,

sooner than later.

Consensus or agreement is not express-able within

pseudo or partial express-ability domains. Principal

and Principal open domain express-ability makes

available consensus or agreement of identified

object(s).

Understanding and G-dly Understanding are image

based. Images are partial, principal, pseudo based and

consist of some inverted, “backward”, “upside down”

principal expression(s).

The only Truth machine on Earth ever, was Jesus. The

rest of us fall short.

A friend walked up to the bus stop with a T-Shirt

yesterday. I could read some of it, “Science is Real,

Fake News is Real, Love is Love, No one is illegal,

etc.” Thought to myself a number of responses

quickly, here are some that I am able to write down,

“Principal Earthly non-function is real, Satan is real,

you are real, Love may equal Love but I am not sure

what else Love equals, And I guess we all must be

legal then”. AND Even Stuff matters and is important!

… The long standing and so called fundamental Greek

Philosophy of Humanity possessing a basic innate

intelligence governing our behavior, is obviously

seriously flawed.

There is NO purpose to have “All" 

contemporary questions, "Answered".
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Additional Mathematics provided in Our 

Contemporary Political Climate.

Our contemporary accepted source to “Intelligence”

paradigms may be documented with our Expressions

of Expression(s) methodologies. Political Liars,

Banality, Stupidity, or Bull may point to a Non-

Expression of Expression(s), or Non-Expression of

Non-Expression(s), Expression of Non-

Expression/Expression, Expression(s) of Expression(s)

of given Truth, methodologies. These are

documentable as system behaviors in Zim

Mathematics systems math.

Additional Mathematics provided in Our 

Contemporary Political Climate.

Jesus as already documented, provides Humanity an

Expression(s) AND/Or Non-Expression(s) paradigm

Kingdom + Domain. This provides our viability source

and analysis, rationale, _1_ AND/Or _0_. This also

gives us our mathematical source to Subjectivity

AND/Or Objectivity, serving as the implied / explicit

basis for our Scientific Methodology.

Communications of 

Contemporary Political Dialogue
Principal, Partial, Open Domain Systems Math or 

“Moo Mathematics”

Every(Moo A-Z) Any(A) Some($) Non (_) (1,0) = ( )

Every(Moo A-Z) Any(A) Some($) Non (_) (1,0) = ( ) ( )

Every(Moo A-Z) Any(A) Some($) Non (_) (1,0) = ( ) ( ) ( )

____________________________________________________________

Like / Combine-able System Attributes

Giving Communication as System Outcomes. 

Principal, Partial, Open Domains System 

Communication. Moo.
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The too much of a "Bad/Good" thing. Most of us

are aware we are all part of Satan's domain. When

we become part of Satan's kingdom (Capitol S)

this becomes very, very Bad. As we all know logic

can get you to heaven, and logic can get you to

hell. Principally it is your choice. As in the Nazi

phenomena of the last century. This segment

recognized and identified with a phenomenon of

Evolution, deciding that’s us and we are it, all we

need to do is give Evolution a little helping hand.

The capital “S” of the 20th Century. A principle vs

principal unity. Evolution, yet another glorified

form of “Stuff” Theory.

As documented in Bible, Truth and Love are 
recognized as inseparable

As documented in Bible, Truth and Love are recognized
as inseparable components to viable understanding and
behavior. So without Truth there is no love. And without
Love there is no Truth either. Selection / Omission
Knowledge systems utilized by politicians have no
utility.

The "Truth will set you FREE" does not apply to many
politicians apparently, for a more important reason.
They must be working on more important issues.

Pseudo US Politicians have decided they are not going
to do this War thing anymore. Zim Mathematics
considers any express-able object(s) within principal
and principal open domain as feasible. However I do
not think the Pseudo Political agenda domain will
accomplish this with some sort of “Rain Dance”
political platform. See My Math Art slide of “How to
win a war by not doing something”

“Your Choice”
Available 

Moral 

…

… 

Brush up on 

your Math.  

It ALL adds 

up.
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Or as

“The Holy Laughter”

as Expressed

Earthly Truth

Some may consider Mathematics the only
paradigm, so much that it does not make sense
to disagree with anyone, simply because
Mathematics is the only paradigm. Life on Earth
somehow finds it necessary to utilize
"Mathematics" in "Intelligent" behavior. Any
source and/or origin(s) may not be derivable
without such available utilizations. Any
developability and/or reducibility of behavior,
expression(s), and so called intelligent express-
ability, may not be available without access to
this utility…

…Express-ability however enables and
incorporates non-express-ability with express-
ability. This enables terminal series, events,
truth vs. false paradigms, and the Earthly
recognized system of behavior Earthly non-
function. This is also apparent in contemporary
political agendas.

Or 14! Or 87,178,291,200 Initial Knowledge
Paradigm Expressions. Humanities capacity gives
us the capability of Expressions of Expressions
however. Potential for LBGQ's in Denver. Whom-
ever dreamed up changing The Boy Scouts to The
LBGQ scouts is obviously psycho.
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Contemporary, prevailing educated philosophies
appear to hold that all realities, Human or
otherwise, as pseudo and programmable states.
At the same time there seems to be no
awareness of Uni-versally available system(s)
concepts and their corresponding domains. A
Zim Mathematics survey quickly shows at least
47 billion possible systems expressions. This
does not include m-nkind’s expression of
expression(s) capabilities. Without awareness
of all m-nkind’s express-ability; tenable, viable,
knowledge, math + logic is lost.

Explanation?

Jesus Gives USA Any

Question AND/Or Answer

If I were elected to … ! G-d
Forbid. I would not be Pro-
Choice, or Pro-Life. If for
no other reason I would
not know what your are
talking about! I would just
get out my Zim Math
Systems and/or Sub
Systems expressed / non-
expressed calculator and
just figure it all out.
Congress insists on
playing with half a deck.
What are their chances of
an intelligent outcome?

More on CHOICE.

Yeshua’s Life AND/Or Death on the Cross. A Choice of 
Complete Principal System Expression(s).

1 = 0 = 1+0 = 1 Or 0 = 1 AND/Or 0

Earthly CHOICE USA

A Partial Systems Expression

1 = 0 = 1+0 = 1 Or 0
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"The (Real) Truth will set you Free". If it does not set
you FREE, it ain't the REAL Truth. It is something else.

Jesus also said as described in New Testament of the
Bible, "You can tell a Tree by it's Fruit". This was
2,000 years ago, before the contemporary wisdom of
Science, their pseudo affiliations, and their so called
measure of objectivity. We may Assume "Science
Loves Us", which is a stretch for most of us today.
Science is more likely make available their famous
partial system, domains, selection of "Choices".

“Choice”, our the GREAT Contemporary "Grocery
Market" concept of our country’s accepted Unit-
Version.

M-nkind has available, viable express-ability
consisting of principal/principle AND
principal/principle open domain express-ability for
object and/or object (s). The only real limitation on
this application is based on ones mathematical
cleverness and interest in pursuing it. Simply by
enabling selected and omitted system components on
a material or informational basis is sufficient.

In one of my typical Moments in Zim Math Description, I
coined the term "Systems Weaponry". I expect NO
difficulty in the acceptance of this description of my
math, its utility, and readily available application, in this
country. A vast number of individuals will be readily able
to grasp the utility of this idea. Zim Mathematics
provides valued systems concepts using principals /
principles found in the Bible. The Bible our Grand Daddy
of available systems concepts. Zim Mathematics could
easily be billed as providing dominant and readily
available 2 bit weaponry. One AND/Or Zero as object
and/or object(s) express-able per identifiable and
strategic pseudo Earthly expression(s)/Non-
expression(s). Enabling immediate material or
informational principal/principle transformations within
recognized available principal / principle domains.

USA Governance 

viability traditionally 

includes an armed 

citizenry …

… AND a universal / pseudo 

requirement of viability within 

principal / principle domains. 

Everything must add up. 

Zim Mathematics and Systems 

weaponry can provide this.
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American Revolutionary War. 

Bunker Hill – June 17, 1775 . 

“Don’t fire till you see the 

whites of their eyes” 

William Prescott.

USA Elections 2020

Zim Olson + Zim Mathematics

“Don’t fire till you have the 

Open Domain in Focus” 

The Target is SATAN.

A VERY interesting Target, as Systems of omitted 

information, do not exist. Simply enable (Fill In) 

identified omitted material or informational object(s).
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Principal Express-ability

Lived AND Died AND Risen Victory in Jesus

Earthly AND Heavenly

with Identifiable Object(s)

KJV II Corinthians 10

3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after
the flesh:

4 (For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God to the pulling down of strong
holds;)

5 Casting down imaginations, and every high thing
that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience
of Christ;

Equality OR Inequality paradigms achieve
"Existence" through hierarchical availability of
pseudo and partial express-ability. Zim Math
outlines enable Equality AND/or Inequality for ALL
identified object (s). Equality OR Inequality
paradigms will soon disappear, no longer "exist",
and not be relevant.

Strategic AND Earthly principal express-ability
enables a principal, G-d’s Garden of the Jesus
Knowledge Kingdom.

Mathematics vs. Pseudo Political Religion
Equality / Inequality

Mathematics Express-able 
as 

Equality and/or Inequality for Any Object(s).

Pseudo Political Religion Selection/Omission 

Express-ability 

as Equality or Inequality, per some choice.
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The biggest joke in our uni-verse per available
knowledge: Is that now that we know that all
object(s) are express-able as Equal AND/Or Non-
Equal, we "know" everything we need to make all
stated object(s) as feasible. Ha! An incredibly huge
joke on Earthly system(s) of "intelligence" and
"knowledge". For example, imagine, some one
taught/explained digital logic to you and said you now
know everything you need to build a PC! AND it will
never get any better with contemporary knowledge
systems and intelligence systems. Jesus told us this
on the cross. Humanity paradigms and their
dependence on the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil. Ie Expressions of Expressions (partial systems),
is completely futile.

Available principal
express-ability may
be derivable from a
computer generated
object(s) list of
some combine-able
pseudo constructs
giving new express-
able principal
object(s) and new
Earthly + Viable
express-ability.
Inclusive of all
possible Domain(s).

Our Kingdom of intelligence and corresponding

domains stem from the famous and well documented

Tree of Knowledge and Good and Evil. Mathematically

documentable as our Earthly available Expressions of

Expressions methodologies. These principal / principle

expressions provide us with partial system images at

best. “Backwards”, “Upside down” and much worse.

Our attempts at complete system express-ability with

contemporary principal and principle expressions of

principal and principle expressions and their domains,

provides only terminal Events AND/Or series, Chronic

Dysfunction, Truth vs False Paradigms, Life Or Death

outcomes.
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The Promise: Principal / Principle Express-ability

within Principal/Principle Open Domains. As

Documented in the Christian Bible. Our Countries only

source to Opportunity, Wealth, “Gold”, and Freedom.

And another morning, as we usually do, Ruth and I

read something from the Bible. And with my usual cup

of coffee I made my usual BRILLIANT commentary,

"You know, it is good NONE of us read with the same

comprehension or understanding as Everybody AND

Anybody would be completely in error, ALL the time."

It is our available Freedom within principal / principle

domains and principal / principle express-ability that

gives us our opportunities and ONLY viable Truth.

Truth

As Expressed


